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ABSTRACT 
This paper is about a physically based MOS model for VLSI circuit simulation 

that considers geometry (channel length) effects. A simple analytical MOS model i: 
proposed that is correct for all transistor operation regions. The model newly 
includes the geometry effects on substrate bias effects of VTH and two-dimensional 
field effects on channel conductance 0. The results of its application to 0.8 ixm 
MOS devices show excellent agreement with data on measured devices: the average 
error is only 0. 5 %. This model has been used for a year in the actual design of 
MOS analog circuits. EEPROMs and gate arrays. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 
Many geometry-dependent models (L. W) 

C1H2J have been proposed for MOS LSI 
statistical circuit design. All the 
models, however, have empirical 
equations, which requires experimental 
parameter extractions, resulting in a 
model parameter database, before using 
them. Furthermore, none of the 
conventional model parameter equations, 
e. g. a^/L+a-i/L , is found to be 
sufficient for accurate modeling. Our 
final goal of MOS model is simple and 
completely physically based model 
equations and its parameters. The 
features of the model proposed are: 

1) valid over all regions of MOSFET 
operat i ons. 

2) physically based geometry (L,n') 
effects which describe the key 
model parameters, VT„. K and 0. 

3) a continuous conductance among 
various operational regions. 
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Table 1 Nev Model 

Channel-Dependent Drain Current Model 
W 

I D = " 0(VD,VG)-(Ve-a VD/2)-VD L-A L 
• I tall̂ fl -exp(A Vc/Vt)-Cl-exp(V0/Vt)] 

Features: 
1) Applicability to all bias regions [4] 
(froa the sub-threshold to saturation regions) 

2) Applicable to short channel HOSFETs 
a) velocity saturation effect, 3 = 0 ( V D ) , 
b) Vo nobility dependence, J = J ( V o ) , 
c) channel »odulation affect, A L^O. 

3) Physical aodel. 

gate constant (K3) are most sensitive 
device parameters, which is affected by 
geometry for submicron short channel 
MOSFETs. A two-dimensional device 
simulation model (3] was employed to 

determine the physical equations leading 
to VTll(L) and K3UJ) in exponential 
forms. It is as follows. 

VT,rVTa+KB( j-lyFW„- fWF) -KDVD (1) 

where VTn. K„ and KD 

model parameters. Their 
dependences are shown in 
are expressed as follows 

are the original 
channel length 
Fig. 1 and they 

-V. TL-Tloexp(-LlfI/la) 

Kn=l<Brrnaexp(,-L.rr/l3) 

• / / • 

w h e r e VT 

k e p t as 
K„ 

(2) 

(3). 

(4) 

ln and Ka. are 
new model parameters. 

Second, to describe the geometry 
effects on 0. we introduced new 
understandings on gate field model. 
Fig. 2 shows an typical 0-V^ curves 
0.8 Aoi MOS device. As shown in Fig. 
it shows a large L,ff dependency. To 
explain this phenomena, let' s assume a 
simple gradual channel model to derive 
horizontal channel field at source edge. 
At saturation conditions. Ic 
described as 

or 
2. 
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Fig. 1 Dependence of original model 
parameters on channel length. 

-:mo(ial, 0:extracted results from 
experimental data. 
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On t h e o t h e r hand. 

(5) 

at source edge 
is expressed in another form by 

3* I 30.! 
(6) 

Therefore, from Eq. 6 and 6. the 
channel field is simply derived as 

30,1 Jia. 
8x L.o Zb 

(7) 

To think about the critical field for 
electron velocity saturation of 
E ,*>10 kV/cm the critical channel 
len'gth at Vc = 5 V is estimated to be 5 

Therefore, it is understood that fJ-Vh 
large LmfJ dependency on 0-Vcs 

characteristics is due to carrier 
velocity saturation "at the source 
edge". . We found that a simple formula 
of L~l is sufficient to express /3 
degr adat i on. 
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Fig. 2 Dependence of channel 
conductance, /9, on VG. 

changing a single line in input data. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS. 
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Fig. '6 1-V curves for nMOSFETs. Only 
one set of model parameters was needed 
to calculate the I-V curves for these 
six devices. 
•: model, --^measured data. Vr=0~lV. 
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